Fun Things to do in New York City
fun
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Spongebob's Definition:

F- is for friends who do stuff together!
U- is for you and me!
N- is for anywhere and anytime at all down here in the deep blue sea!

Well, other than the deep blue sea dealy, this childrens’ (mostly)
cartoon created on the “other coast”, pretty much nails the
definition that can easily describe some of the fun things to do in
New York City.
But there is one thing I can say about fun: “One man’s fun is another man’s
nightmare.” As an example, Type A people come to NYC and race to the top
of The Empire State Building to see just about everywhere around “The Big
Apple”. While Type B’s may be afraid of heights.
1. Type A - You can’t go high enough
2. Type B - You can’t get down soon enough
There are many resources to help you determine what is fun for you. After all, it is you we are
talking about here, not your crazy neighbor Joe, who you gladly left behind in Anytown USA. You

are the one who is taking 2 weeks of your hardearned vacation time and if it’s fun things to do in
New York City on your agenda, then so it shall be!

Now I know that using the Internet is taking the easy way out, but if you are
looking for the definitive resource for FUN STUFF, you should check out
www.NYC.com . They have the “Best Of” everything you can possibly
imagine there.
● Best Things To Do in Brooklyn
● Best Karaoke Bars in New York
● Best Bowling Alleys in New York
● Best Dance Clubs in New York
● Best Speakeasies in New York
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Well, maybe your husband, wife, boyfriend, BFF or otherwise won’t go for
the Speakeasy scene, but you get my drift: There is NO shortage of fun
things to do in New York City……...And I dare...no DOUBLE DARE
anyone to tell you otherwise! That was www.NYC.com .
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New York City has many merits, but being easily conquered isn't one of them. This city's
streets hold a myriad of secrets. So many, in fact, that even after living here for a decade, you
can expect to regularly stumble on tiny treasures lurking just blocks away.
Luckily for you, we take exploring these streets very seriously. Here, find our favorites, both old
and new, known and obscure.

This COMPLEX MAGAZINE is great for the hipsters and
oldsters alike. Cool ain’t a confining term...did I ever tell
you about my Uncle Louis? Well my mom told me that on
New year’s Eve in Times Square he was blindfolded and
kissed a………………..

